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Grand and Private Rooms
of the Winter Palace

DIRECTOR’S CHOICE
Hermitage
Text by Mikhail Piotrovsky
Designed by Vladimir Yakovlev

SOON

Text by Tatyana Sonina
Designed by Vladimir Yakovlev

SOON

Joint edition of ARCA Publishers and Scala Arts &Heritage
Publishers Ltd.
Director’s Choice series is an international project of Scala
Arts &Heritage Publishers (UK) in which directors of major
world museums make their own choice of exhibits that
occupy, in their opinion, a special place in museum’s
collection, and tell about them.
Books based on the collections of the Albertina Gallery, the
Alte Pinakothek and many others have already found their
readership. The choice of the Hermitage director is the
first edition in Russia within the framework of this highly
successful international project. Sometimes paradoxical but
invariably interesting choice of Mikhail Piotrovsky, who has
been the Hermitage’s director for 25 years, will take you to
a singular trip along the halls of the Hermitage and acquaint
you with the world famous Western European paintings as
well as not so widely known works of Classical, Islamic and
Russian art.

A stunning volume presents the thrilling history of the
Winter Palace, connected with the life of Russia and Saint
Petersburg for more than 250 years.
Externally the Palace has not changed much, however its
interior, as a living organism, has been constantly updated
for the royal family members’ needs, status, and artistic
tastes. These numerous changes are reflected in splendid
illustrations, mostly from the State Hermitage collection.
Colourful album will let you both walk along the halls
of bygone epochs and get acquainted with the Palace’s
modern life, enjoying magnificent masterpieces of painting.
Languages Russian and English
376 pages
228 × 266 mm
250 colour illustrations

Languages Russian and English
96 pages
165 × 190 mm
59 colour illustrations
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The Hermitage Cookbook

The Hermitage:
Masterpieces of the Painting Collection
Alexey Shestakov
Designed by Konstantin Kuzminsky

SOON

Among more than three million artworks kept at the State
Hermitage Museum the Collection of Western European
Painting occupies a special place. It was when Catherine
the Great purchased the first 225 canvases in 1764 that the
history of the museum started. In the book full of fascinating
commentaries, you will find gorgeous illustrations of 250
masterpieces belonging to Italian Renaissance, Flemish
and Dutch art of the 17th century, French and German
Romanticism, works by Impressionists, Postimpressionists
and artists of the 20th century.
Languages Russian and English
336 pages
215 × 205 mm
280 colour illustrations
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Symbols. Traditions. Recipes
Text by Irina Mamonova
Designed by Vladimir Yakovlev

SOON

In an overarching tribute to the unity of art, literature,
history and ethnography, The Hermitage Cookbook
brings together a range of cuisines across time,
nationality and class. From the peasants’ simple
pottage, to a royal festival dish, the recipes are
accessible, fun, and beautifully presented.
Languages Russian and English
320 pages
210 × 250 mm
410 colour illustrations
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Black Square /
The Absinthe Drinker

Kazimir Malevich
Black Square
Text by Yekaterina Andreyeva
Designed by Konstantin Kuzminsky

The Return of the Prodigal Son /
Portrait of the Actress Jeanne Samary

NEW

Malevich’s Black Square
heralded the triumph of
non-objectivit y, when
there was nothing left to
destroy in the figurative
form and the object lost
its materiality. This canvas,
shown at the “Last Futurist
Exhibition of Paintings
0.10” in Petrograd in December 1915, embodied its creator’s
conception of “the zero of form”, the beginning and the end
of everything. The artist repeated the famous composition,
which undoubtedly became an icon of 20th century
painting. The Hermitage has a version dated ca. 1930, it was
formerly kept in the collection of the Malevich family.
Languages Russian and English
64 pages
110 × 160 mm
12 colour illustrations
Printed in Latvia

Rembrandt
The Return of the Prodigal Son
Text by Sergei Daniel
Designed by Konstantin Kuzminsky

NEW

This whole work is
dominated by the idea
of the victory of love,
goodness and charity.
The event is treated as the highest act of human wisdom
and spiritual nobility, and it takes place in absolute silence
and stillness. The drama and depth of feeling are expressed
in the figures of both father and son, with all the emotional
precision with which Rembrandt was endowed. This
parable in Rembrandt’s treatment is addressed to the heart
of everyone.
Languages Russian and English
64 pages
110 × 160 mm
12 colour illustrations
Printed in Latvia

Pablo Picasso
The Absinthe Drinker
Text by Mikhail German
Designed by Konstantin Kuzminsky

Pierre-Auguste Renoir
Portrait of the Actress Jeanne Samary
Text by Mikhail German
Designed by Konstantin Kuzminsky

Picasso produced this
work in the Autumn of
1901, during his second
trip to Paris, when he
was just 22 years old. The
theme of man’s loneliness
in a cafe, of isolation and
emptiness, was not new to French art in the second half of
the 19th century and could be found in the works of Degas
and of Picasso’s much-admired Toulouse-Lautrec. But in
the paintings by the young Spaniard the theme acquired a
previously unknown sense of drama.

Jeanne Samary was an
actress at the ComédieFrançaise. This portrait of
her is perhaps one of the
most famous of Renoir’s
many renowned canvases following the Impressionist
principle of painting life as it truly is, the artist showed
the actress in her usual setting. In the soft, fluid contours,
vibrant texture and the finest of colour reflections, we see
the stroke of this mature master of Impressionism.

Languages Russian and English
64 pages
110 × 160 mm
12 colour illustrations
Printed in Latvia
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Languages Russian and English
64 pages
110 × 160 mm
12 colour illustrations
Printed in Latvia
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“Drawings of Japanese Flora”
by Doctor Siebold and Its 200-Year History
Tamara Chyornaya
Designed by Olga Pen
Photography Alexander Lavrentyev

NEW

London: Art Territory

A Guide to Closed Exhibitions
Kirill Kobrin
Designed by Yekaterina Goriayeva
Cover design Polina Khokhonova
Photography Natalia Vikulina

SOON

Language Russian
304 pages
150 × 205 mm
156 colour illustrations
Printed in Lithuania

For the first time we get a unique opportunity to learn
about the “Drawings of Japanese Flora”, a collection of
German doctor and natural scientist Philipp Franz von
Siebold (1796 1866) which is kept in the Library of Komarov
Botanical Institute of the Russian Academy of Sciences.
What exactly is this manuscript entitled «Flora Japonica
delineationibus» which includes botanical drawings of
Japanese artists of the first half of the 19th century? And
how did the heritage of the German scientist, probably the
first European explorer of the inaccessible for foreigners
Japan, find its way to Russia?
The book answers this and many other questions. It carries
documents and archive materials from the Library of the
Russian Academy of Sciences, Peter the Great Museum
of Anthropology and Ethnography (the Kunstkamera),
St. Petersburg Department of the Archives of the Russian
Academy of Sciences, as well as from several collections in
the Netherlands and some Japanese museums.
The book was published with the assistance of the General
Consulate of Japan in St. Petersburg.

Kirill Kobrin is a writer, historian, editor of Neprikosnovenny
Zapas (Reserve Stock) Magazine, co-editor of art project
Post(Non)Fiction. He is the author of more than 20 books
and numerous publications in mass media. Lives in Riga,
London and Chengdu.
Kirill Kobrin’s book is not a London city guide telling about
particular galleries or exhibition halls. It will lead you into
the intricacies of artistic, historical and cultural mindset of
Europe of the last decades in the way it is represented in
London. You will travel around this ideal museum city with
its exhibitions as well as its streets and squares. London
in the book is real; it is proved not only by exact names
and dates but also by supplied photos of the itinerary
accompanying the text. The reader is invited to travel
between Veronese and Klee, Pompeii and Bloomsbury,
British India and cheap Indian diners in Whitechapel. And
as it is a guidebook you can start reading from any page
you choose.
Language Russian
304 pages
150 × 205 mm
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100 Paintings on Russian History
Yevgeny Anisimov
Designed by Konstantin Kuzminsky

SOON

A famous scientist, historian, teacher, a brilliant narrator and
author of numerous books Yevgeny Anisimov now turns
his sharp eyes towards history painting. Analyzing the world
famous as well as less known historical canvases painted by
Ilya Repin, Vasily Surikov, Vasily Perov, Mikhail Avilov and
other artists the author makes us feel the historical context
and understand the hidden motifs of the depicted events.
At the same time, he doesn’t set the historical truth in
opposition to the artistic sincerity but helps the reader to
realize the difference between the two and shows how the
images of people’s historical memory are formed.
A detailed story about the way of life in the 16th century, the
costumes worn in the 18th century, “guests” of Old Russia as
well as the battle tactics of the 20th century is so captivating
that “the deeds of the bygone ages, the legends of the
olden time” will never seem dull and covered with museum
dust to either schoolchildren or their parents.
Language Russian
612 pages
171 × 228 mm
More than 150 colour illustrations
Printed in Latvia
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Delicate Designs
Fashion 1988-2018
Hatulia Avsajanashvili,
Nina Tarasova, Olga Mikhailovskaya
Designed by Yekaterina Goriayeva

SOON

Karl Lagerfeld and Gianni Versace, Oscar de la Renta and
Stella McCartney – the works of these brilliant designers
of the 20th century are among many others which are
represented on the pages of this book. From Valentino
hand-embroidered cardigan to Kalvin Klein futuristic frocks,
from tender elegance of Luisa Beccaria to laconic reticence
of Jil Sander – magnificent photos along with the brief but
captivating story of fashion houses will make this album
an admirable gift. The book is based on the items which
were given as presents to the Hermitage by the BABOCHKA
company and shown at Delicate Designs. Fashion 1988-2018
Exhibition.
Language Russian
176 pages
245 × 297 mm
106 colour illustrations
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The ABC from the
State Tretyakov Gallery

Alice in Wonderland
Сard Game
Alice in Wonderland Сard Game
Designed by Konstantin Kuzminsky

NEW
NEW

Text and edit by Valentina Byalik
Designed by David Plaksin,
Vladimir Yakovlev

NEW

Languages Russian and English
48 cards, brochure, box
Size of the box 130 × 180 mm
Printed in China

An Alice in Wonderland card game with artwork based on Sir
John Tenniel’s original illustrations for the books.This game
can be played by several people. The 48 cards make up 16
sets of 3 cards each.
The cards in each set have different pictures on them, but
the same numbers so you know they belong together. The
player who assembles more sets wins.
A reprint of “Alice in Wonderland” card game published by
Thomas De la Rue & Co. Ltd in 1898 from The State Hermitage
Museum Collection.

Our publishing house presents the first ABC book of the
Russian art from the 12th till the 20th centuries.
You will find on these pages true masterpieces relating to a
broad variety of genres: painting, icons, mosaic, sculpture,
applied arts, all from the State Tretyakov Gallery collection.
We are glad to offer this book to our young and adult
readers along with our numerous “ABC books”.
Languages Russian and English
64 pages
210 × 210 mm
72 colour illustrations
Printed in Latvia
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Mikhail Piotrovsky

50 Articles in One Decade
by Dr Piotrovsky

Text by Mikhail Piotrovsky
Designed by Vladimir Yakovlev
Co-edition with Skira/Rizzoli, New York

Text by Mikhail Piotrovsky
Designed by Konstantin Kuzminsky

My Hermitage

Languages Russian and English
376 pages
178 × 240 mm
350 colour illustrations
Printed in China

Everyone can say about this museum: «My Hermitage». The
Hermitage belongs to everyone, but all visitors have their
own places that touch their memories, and their favorite
legends. The Hermitage is a part of life for many people.
After the death of Boris Piotrovsky, his father, who was the
Hermitage director for 26 years, Mikhail Piotrovsky became
director himself. For 22 years he has been implementing
what was conceived by Boris Borisovich and his comrades.
But Mikhail Piotrovsky is not only the Hermitage director,
he is also his chronicler. And he wrote this book — the museum history from its chief curator.

14

This is a collection of 50 articles written during the last ten
years by Mikhail Borisovich Piotrovsky, Director of the State
Hermitage Museum. It is his response to current cultural,
political and ideological agenda. The book allows not only
to follow the topical issues in the Russian modern history
(2005–15), estimate the changes in the focus of public attention, but also to see the links between the Hermitage
Museum and the state, politics and culture, individual and
society. In the book’s design we used the well-known series
of photographs “Seclusion: The Hermitage at Night” made
by Yuri Molodkovets.
Language Russian
304 pages
152 х 205 mm
15 black-&-white photos
Printed in Latvia
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THE HERMITAGE:
From Scythians to Kiefer

The Hermitage. Day by Day

50 exhibitions in 25 years

Text by Mikhail Piotrovsky
Designed by Vladimir Yakovlev

The collection of essays From Scythians to Kiefer includes fifty
introductions written by the State Hermitage director Mikhail
Piotrovsky to the exhibition catalogues published since 1993
until present day. Classical grotesques and Antony Gormley’s
sculptures, Iranian weapons and Brothers Chapman’s
installations, Buddhist frescoes and Annie Leibovitz’s
photographic portraits, archeological finds and Anselm
Kiefer’s canvases — the memory of these exhibitions is kept
alive on the pages of this edition.
The book is richly illustrated allowing the reader to recollect
or recognize the masterpieces of classical and modern art
displayed at the Hermitage Museum during the last quarter
of the century.
Language Russian
264 pages
152 × 205 mm
295 colour illustrations
Printed in Russia
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Designed by Yekaterina Goriayeva

This book includes 366 works of art from
the State Hermitage Museum Collection, St Petersburg,
Russia. It serves as an album and as a perpetual calendar
with plenty of space to record birthdays, anniversaries, and
other important dates as well as personal notes. This lovely
book could be a gift for art lovers and will offer inspiration
day by day.
Languages Russian and English
368 pages
230 × 195 mm
366 color illustrations
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The Hermitage Christmas Book

The Sea in Art
The Hermitage

Text by Alexey Shestakov
Designed by Andrey Tomilov,
Konstantin Kuzminsky

Text by Alexey Shestakov
Designed by Vladimir Yakovlev,
Konstantin Kuzminsky

In the Christian world the images of the Virgin and Saints as
well as the scenes of the Annunciation and the Adoration
have been the source of artists’ ispiration throughout many
centuries. Evangelic themes are represented in the Hermitage collection by the canvases of such men of genius as
Leonardo da Vinci, Raphael, Titian, Brueghel, Rubens, Van
Dyck, Rembrandt and many others. A wide variety of masterpieces allows us to illustrate the scene of Nativity not only
with magnificent paintings but also with drawings, engravings, reliefs and elegant objects of applied arts. ARCA and
Reader’s Digest jointly present this full-colour book, with a
fascinating text and elegant design which will make this edition a perfect gift and a treasured adornment to any home
library.

How did people of ancient civilizations imagine the sea?
How did they express their awe of the profound in myths
and art works? What role did the sea play in the life of people and states of modern age? What invariably attracts artists in it? Answers to these questions and many other fascinating facts you will find in the album “The Sea in Art”, full
of colourful illustrations,furnished with exciting art experts’
commentaries.
Languages Russian and English
288 pages
280 × 250 mm
284 colour illustrations
Printed in Russia

Languages Russian and English
272 pages
215 × 205 mm
265 colour illustrations
Printed in Lithuania
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The Hermitage Guidebook

Text by Oleg Neverov
Designed by Vladimir Yakovlev

Hermitage. 300 masterpieces

Designed by Emil Kan

Languages Russian and English
316 pages
240 х 220 mm
310 colour illustrations
Printed in Lithuania

You are holding the book, which will enable you to view
masterpieces of European painting dating from the fourteenth to eighteenth centuries and the splendid state
rooms of the imperial palace.
Languages Russian and English
208 pages
120 × 170 mm
200 colour illustrations
Printed in Lithuania
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The book presents the collection of the State Hermitage,
one of the greatest museums in the world. The aim of the
authors and compilers is to give an all-embracing picture of
the museum’s stocks, to show not only the world-famous
gems of the collections, but also exhibits that are rarely
included in publications. The sections of the book describe
the evolution of genres, techniques and devices from the
birth of art to the middle of the twentieth century. Works
of primitive culture, the art of the Ancient World and of the
East, Western European painting, graphic art and sculpture,
as well as examples of Russian art, acquaint the reader with
humanity’s worldwide creative heritage and the unique
collection of the State Hermitage.

21

A Series of Mini Books

from The State Hermitage Museum Collection

Designed by Vladimir Yakovlev
ARCA publishers present a series of small-format books that
acquaint readers anew with gems of the Hermitage collection. Fascinating fragments and details that quite often escape the eye provide fresh insights into familiar paintings
and drawings, sculptures, works of jewellery and archaeological finds.

Languages Russian and English
320 pages
110 × 115 mm

293 colour illustrations
Printed in Lithuania

Languages Russian and English
304 pages
110 × 115 mm

285 colour illustrations
Printed in Lithuania

Languages Russian and English
224 pages
110 × 115 mm

220 colour illustrations
Printed in Lithuania

Languages Russian and English
224 pages
110 × 115 mm

220 colour illustrations
Printed in Latvia
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Languages Russian and English
276 pages
110 × 115 mm

268 colour illustrations
Printed in Russia

Languages Russian and English
304 pages
110 × 115 mm

285 colour illustrations
Printed in Lithuania

Languages Russian and English
238 pages
110 × 115 mm

235 colour illustrations
Printed in Latvia
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Understanding Architecture

Text by Maria Elkina
Drawings by Sergei Tchoban
Designed by Konstantin Lukyanov

“Understanding Architecture” addresses the basic principles
of architecture. Each chapter begins with an introductory
essay and includes a wide variety of historical examples from
around the world, followed by an in-depth analysis of key
buildings that further exemplify the theme of that chapter.
This book is a unique introduction to the experience of
architecture. All illustrations are created by Sergei Tchoban,
a Russian and German Architect working in various cities in
Europe. His architectural drawings are in the collection of
Victoria & Albert Museum in London, Akademie der Künste
in Berlin, The State Hermitage Museum in Saint Petersburg
and various private collections.
Language Russian
224 pages
140 × 210 mm
45 colour illustrations
Printed in Latvia
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Phenomenology of Saint Petersburg
Architecture
Text by Alexander Stepanov
Designed by Konstantin Kuzminsky

The present book is not academic in essence. The author’s
aim is to overcome a usual cold and unemotional approach
towards the city’s architecture, to make the reader feel
personally involved and excited while studying the
architectural phenomena. Thus Petersburg architecture
becomes familiar and full of life, one can understand its
beauty without any special knowledge.
Alexander Stepanov, PHD is a renowned art historian,
Professor at the Russian Academy of Arts and Smolny
Institute of Liberal Arts and Science, senior researcher at the
Russian Institute of Art History.
Language Russian
396 pages
150 × 205 mm
11 black-and-white illustrations
Printed in Russia
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Petrov-Vodkin
“Heart of the Lifves’ Life”
Compiled by Alexander Barzilovich
Designed by Vladimir Yakovlev

“In the Heart of the Lifves’ Life” — these are words from the
diary of a Russian artist Kuzma Petrov-Vodkin (1878–1939),
reflecting the essence of the book dedicated to his life in the
post-revolutionary epoch. This collection includes a unique
Petrov-Vodkin’s diary “Story of One Birth”, full edition of the
artist’s daughter’s (Elena Dunayeva) memoirs “Touching
a Soul”, Ludwig Urlaub’s memoirs about his friend PetrovVodkin and Vasily Pushkarev’s memoirs about “the second
discovery” of the artist in the middle of the 60s. Articles
by art experts Sergey Daniel and Nadezhda Khmeleva
on Petrov-Vodkin’s artwork in the 1920s–1930s, texts of
the artist’s interviews and speeches, in which he narrated
of his creativity, attitude to art and life. The book is richly
illustrated; in addition to widely known works of the artist it
includes dozens of archival drawings and sketches and also
numerous rare photographs.

Spirit of Mercury
Yevgeny Zharinov
Designed by Konstantin Kuzminsky

A novel by professor Yevgeny Zharinov describes the
Renaissance as a project, its creation and goal. It is written in
the popular genre of intellectual crime story with elements
of a mystery thriller. The story takes place in Florence in
the times of Lorenzo the Magnificent and nowadays.
The author writes about the Renaissance and the
outstanding figures of that period, using the principle of
“Educational entertainment”. The main character discovers
the mystery, connecting the two epochs with the help of
the cipher, hidden in Botticelli’s masterpiece “Spring”.
Language Russian
304 pages
145 × 215 mm
10 black-and-white illustrations
Printed in Russia

Language Russian
584 pages
170 × 240 mm
More than 300 colour illustrations
Printed in Lithuania
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Russia in the English Caricature
before and after 1812

Bears, Cossacks
and Russian Frost

Text by Vasily Uspensky, Andrey Rossomakhin,
Denis Khrustalyov
Designed by Vladimir Yakovlev

Text by Vasily Uspensky, Andrey Rossomakhin,
Denis Khrustalyov
Designed by Vladimir Yakovlev

Language Russian
252 pages
220 × 210 mm
280 colour illustrations
Printed in Latvia
Language Russian
288 pages
220 × 210 mm
336 colour illustrations
Printed in Latvia

For the first time the earliest English caricatures on Russia
and Russians are collected in this edition. They refer to the
period of Russian history from the reign of Anna of Russia
till the last years of the reign of Paul I. How did the British
imagine Catherine the Great and Paul I, Alexander Suvorov
and Prince Potemkin? Why was Russia portrayed as a bear?
What was the European reaction to the first annexation of
the Crimea? The British caricatures demonstrate how topical
political events, as well as stereotypes and phobias, can be
expressed in satirical prints.
There are reproductions of about one hundred and fifty
prints which reflect the main ups and downs of the Russian foreign policy in the 18th century: the Seven Years’ War
and Russo-Swedish Wars, numerous Russo-Turkish conflicts,
annexation of the Great Black Sea Area, the Ochakov Crisis,
partitions of Poland, anti-French coalitions and Suvorov’s famous Italian campaign. In thirty-eight chapters the authors
analyze historical, literary and visual aspects of British political caricatures.
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The present edition with colourful and witty prints contains a
captivating study that allows the reader to see Russian history
with European eyes and to understand the origins of modern
Western stereotypes in viewing Russia, the country of bears,
Cossacks and terrible frost.
The book carries more than one hundred British caricatures
having Russia as their main subject, and by far there hasn’t
been any similar edition either in this country or abroad. In this
original visual history of the early 19th century Russia we see
Emperor Alexander I embraced by a cook and Field-Marshal
Kutuzov roasting Napoleon on a spitter; ataman Platov dressed
as an Oxford don and a Russian peasant teaching the French
to perform a Russian folk dance; Nicholas I sitting on a doubleheaded eagle and Russian Frost mounting a Russian Bear… All
of them are characters of British caricatures which two centuries
ago made the whole Europe roar with laughter and which are
still practically unknown in Russia.
A unique visual imagery is followed by a detailed commentary,
an essay, appendices and reference matter. The book is
published to coincide with the 200th anniversary of the Patriotic
War of 1812 and Foreign Campaigns of the Russian Army.
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Monsters

Art History for Dogs

Text by Christopher Dell
Translated from the English
by Nina Zhutovsky
Designed by Konstantin Kuzminsky

Text by Alexander Borovsky
Designed by Yekaterina Goriayeva

A Bestiary of the Bizarre

Language Russian
216 pages
125 × 176 mm
136 colour illustrations
Printed in China

A dark yet engrossing visual history of fearsome beasts from
every age and culture in art, mythology and legend — now
available in a superb compact edition.
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A bright, ironic narration amusing in manner and interesting
in matter, belongs to a brilliant art expert, curator and man
of letters Alexander Borovsky. In this book, art history
happens to be seen by not insignificant characters of
numerous paintings and sculptures – dogs.
Language Russian
226 pages
175 × 236 mm
56 colour illustrations
Printed in Russia
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Khlebnikov and Hares
Book of rhymes

Text by Andrei Rossomakhin,
Vasily Uspensky
Designed by Yekaterina Goriayeva

Russian avant-garde and European rococo, Renaissance
masterpieces and imperial kitsch, Velimir Khlebnikov
and Albrecht Dürer, Proclamation of the Chairmen of the
Globe and medieval Persian miniature — what do they
have in common? And what have hares to do with them?
The answer is given in the book written by St. Petersburg
scholars of literature and art Andrei Rossomakhin and Vasily
Uspensky. This experimental ‘rhyme book’ is an attempt to
look at the world culture over the usual barriers — epochs,
nations, styles and genres — and see it as a single whole.
The reader will learn about the unknown aspects of Velimir
Khlebnikov’s works (1885–1922) and the diverse range of
hare images in the world’s art found in the State Hermitage
collections. Hares as hunters, hares as preachers, humans
miraculously giving birth to hares and Saint George killing
the hare, humanized hares and rabbit-breeders of the
World Revolution, hares as symbols of purity and, strange
as it may seem, of evil forces as well. The image of a hare
in Khlebnikov’s works has never been studied, and this
book is the first attempt to reveal its importance which is
convincingly proved by the presence of hares in dozens
of Khlebnikov’s texts. More often we encounter hares and
rabbits (with whom the poet identified himself, the country
and epoch) in his works of 1915–6 and of the last year of his
life. Thus there is every reason to distinguish a lyrical ‘hare
cycle’ in his poetic inheritance as well as to maintain that
for Khlebnikov Russia in the World War I, Civil War, February
and October Revolutions was associated with a hare. In the
days of military hysteria and general savage disposition the
pacifist message becomes a marked keynote in his works.

Winterreise. A Sentimental Suite
Arkady Ippolitov
Photography Dmitry Sirotkin
Designeded by Dmitry Sirotkin,
Konstantin Kuzminsky

This book-album includes two stories about winter
Petersburg told differently by two people – photographer
Dmitry Sirotkin and art historian and author Arkady
Ippolitov.
Language Russian
104 pages
230 x 228 mm
55 black-and-white illustrations
Printed in Russia

Language Russian
360 pages
170 × 210 mm
Printed in Russia
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Butterflies
and Chrysanthemums

Flower Power

Designed by Vladimir Yakovlev

Catherine Phillips, Helena Streltsova
Designed by Olga Pen

This exquisite gift edition is perfect for lovers of Japanese
art, and for people who have not yet discovered the wonders of this art among the hurly-burly of everyday life.
The book is divided into four sections representing the four
seasons.
Here classical Japanese engravings from the Hermitage collection reign supreme (celebrated masters such as Ando
Hiroshige, Katsushika Hokusai, Utagawa Kuniyoshi, Utagawa
Kunisada) alongside classical haiku poetry (three-line verses)
and tanka (five-line poems) by poets of the 9th-19th centuries Ryokan, Issa, Basho, Ki no Tsurayuki and others, in
marvellous Russian translations by leading Orientalists and
poets.

This elegant gift edition pays tribute to the symbolic and
allegorical language of flowers by placing ‘flower portraits’,
manuscripts and botanical atlases alongside myths, legends
and poetry from around the world. Devoted to flowers,
the book is beautifully illustrated with a large collection of
works from The State Hermitage Museum in St Petersburg.
Languages Russian and English
224 pages
110 × 155 mm
350 colour illustrations
Printed in Latvia

Languages Russian and English
128 pages
110 × 155 mm
151 colour illustrations
Printed in Lithuania
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Birds of a feather ...

Alexander Kushner

Catherine Phillips, Helena Streltsova
Designed by Olga Pen

Text by Alexander Kushner
Designed by Vladimir Yakovlev

The symbolism surrounding the bird is unequalled by any
other creature. Godlike, mysterious, benevolent or evil, they
can be associated with fire, with freedom, with fragility and
have been a recurrent symbol in mythology, literature and
art through time. Illustrated with a beautiful collection of
works from The State Hermitage Museum in St Petersburg
and other 20th century Russian masterpieces, ‘Birds of a
feather’, figures the place of birds in human culture.
Languages Russian and English
304 pages
105 × 148 mm
264 colour illustrations
Printed in Latvia

Between Rivers Fontanka and Moika...

The collection “Between Rivers Fontanka and Moika...” by
an essentially Petersburg poet Alexander Kushner contains
poems written in 1960s as well as created quite recently.
Kushner’s native city appears as the unique and most
treasured place, “where you can live your life even in sorrow”.
It is also at the crossroads of world cultures, a mysterious
place where many rivers mingle their waters – the Pryazhka,
the Karpovka, the Smolenka, the Styx, the Cocytus, the
Acheron…
Deep internal link of Kushner’s poetry and visual art is
reflected in the book’s design incorporating masterpieces
of the State Hermitage.
Language Russian
288 pages
110 × 155 mm
18 colour illustrations
Printed in Latvia
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Saint Petersburg in Watercolours

and Prints of the 18th and 19th Centuries
From the Collection of the State Hermitage
Text by Galina Mirolyubova,
Galina Printseva,
Victor Looga
Designed by Olga Pen

How did the Neva embankments and Nevsky Prospekt
look two or three centuries ago? How did the Winter Palace
change with time? And what about fashions in the capital
founded by Peter the Great?
In this elegant and lavishly illustrated book the answers
are provided by eye-witnesses — Alexei Zubov, Mikhail
Makhayev, Andrei Martynov, Karl Beggrow, Carl Collmann,
Vasily Sadovnikov and other artists who with inspiration and
affection recorded the appearance, life and atmosphere of
the young and beautiful city on the Neva.

Languages Russian and English
208 pages
245 × 185 mm
130 colour illustrations
Printed in Latvia

Color Your Own Masterpiece

Text by Marion Augustin
Translated from the French
by Maria Brusovani
Designed by Konstantin Kuzminsky,
Vladimir Yakovlev
Illustrations by Violette Bénilan

Language Russian
128 pages
250 × 340 mm
More than 50 colour illustrations
Printed in China

Both books of the series carry thirty major works of art history, from the fifteenth to the twentieth centuries. Each artwork is accompanied by interesting facts that explain the
style of each painter and the historical context of the works.
Carefully reproduced in minute detail, these works invite
the colorer to work on the great masterpieces of painting.
They include works by Botticelli, Fra Angelico, Bosch, Vermeer, Van Gogh and Picasso, to name a few. Upon completion, there is a place on the back of each coloured project
for the colorers to add their name to the artist’s. Every piece
is on perforated paper, so each reproduced painting is detachable and framable.

Text by Sandrine Andrews
Translated from the French
by Maria Brusovani
Designed by Konstantin Kuzminsky,
Vladimir Yakovlev
Illustrations by Violette Bénilan
Language Russian
128 pages
250 × 340 mm
More than 50 colour illustrations
Printed in China
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A Journey Through Art
A global history
Aaron Rosen
Translated from the English
by Nina Zhutovsky
Illustrations by Lucy Dalzell
Designed by Konstantin Kuzminsky

Come on an adventure. This book will be a journey
through time, across the world. We will go from northern
Australia tens of thousands of years ago to Rio de Janeiro
today, crossing every continent (apart from Antarctica)
along the way.
As we travel, you might imagine yourself slicing a trail
through the jungle, following a caravan through the
desert, or peering out to sea from the crow’s nest on
a ship.
Language Russian
144 pages
200 × 250 mm
200 colour illustrations
Printed in China
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Journey Through the Hermitage
Queen of the Tulips

Text by Daria Agapova, Varvara Pomidor
Artist Varvara Pomidor

They were there for different reasons: Vanya was hiding
in the museum crowds to escape from fatigue and a sour
mood, while Tasya had wandered away from her parents
and gotten lost while collecting ideas for her album. The
kids find that they have something in common: the ability
to travel through time and space by gazing deeply and
observantly into paintings. For them, the images become
portals into a different reality, where they meet Rembrandt
and his characters and also encounter the Queen of the
Tulips.
Languages Russian and English
80 pages
140 × 190 mm
80 colour illustrations
Printed in Latvia
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How to Talk to Children
about Art

How to Talk to Children
about World Art

Text by Françoise Barbe-Galle
Translated from the French by Natalia Lebedeva
Designed by Vladimir Yakovlev

Text by Isabelle Glorieux-Desouche
Translation from the French by Irina Kulimenova
Designed by Vladimir Yakovlev,
Konstantin Kuzminsky

Language Russian
200 pages
148 × 210 mm
30 colour illustrations
Printed in Lithuania

Language Russian
192 pages
148 × 210 mm
30 colour illustrations
Printed in Lithuania

Language Russian
180 pages
148 × 210 mm
30 colour illustrations
Printed in Lithuania

This is the first book about art for children that is addressed
to adults. The author is a prominent French art scholar, a
teacher at the Louvre School and head of the CORETA
(“How to view a painting”) association.
This is a book for those who love art and want to pass that
love on to their children, something that, the author insists,
does not require a deep study of art or teaching experience.
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For parents, educators, and anyone who wants children to
understand and love the art of Africa, Asia, Oceania, and the
Americas, this guide has questions and answers concerning
30 quintessential objects. Each section begins with a very
simple observation — “This face doesn’t look very African!”
— and moves on to more complex questions such as “What
do the decorations on the forehead and temples represent?”
Written in everyday language for people with no art expertise or teaching experience, the book includes maps, colorcoding, and thumbnail images to help readers situate each
featured work of art. The explanations also include guidance
on what’s most appropriate for what age, from four to 14.
There are invaluable tips for planning a visit to a museum,
a thorough discussion of modern Western perceptions of
world art, and help with the tricky terminology associated
with this subject.
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The Boy Who Bit Picasso

Miro’s Magic Animals

Text by Antony Penrose
Translated from the English by Nina Zhutovsky

Text by Antony Penrose
Translated from the English by Nina Zhutovsky

Tony was a boy with a special friend – a world-famous artist
by the name of Pablo Picasso. Tony and his parents entertained Picasso at their home in England, and they went to
visit Picasso and his family in France, too. Tony, when a child,
really did bite Picasso. And Picasso bit him back!
Filled with information about Picasso and his art, this book
offers readers a rare glimpse into Picasso’s personal life and
features more than sixty-five illustrations, including artworks
by Picasso, photographs by Lee Miller, and specially commissioned drawings by contemporary children.
Grown-up Tony, the son of photographer Lee Miller and
painter-writer Sir Roland Penrose, shares his childhood memories of his remarkable playmate in this one-of-a-kind story.

As might be expected of the son of photographer Lee Miller
and writer Roland Penrose, Antony Penrose’s childhood was
populated with some of the greatest artists of the twentieth
century. Miró’s Magic Animals is a delightful story, chronicling Antony “Tony”’s encounters with the great Spanish
artist Joan Miró.
Tony introduces Miró as a quiet, kind, and smartly dressed
man who “dreamed when he was awake” and painted
wonderfully strange worlds filled with magical animals. The
book brings Tony’s memories to life with beautiful reproductions of some of Miró’s finest works, as well as evocative
archival photography by Lee Miller and specially commissioned artworks in the style of Miró, painted by children. We
see the renowned painter from a new perspective, as the
slightly eccentric visitor to Tony’s childhood home, during
an excursion to Miró’s farm — filled with extraordinary creatures — and on a trip to London Zoo, during which Miró
asked to see “large birds, snakes, and strange creatures of
the night.” Vibrant design and playful typography make the
package as appealing as the story, and round out the feeling
that we’re immersed in Tony’s adventure.

Language Russian
48 pages
180 × 235 mm
More than 65 colour illustrations
Printed in China

Antony Penrose is the son of Lee Miller and Roland Penrose
and is director of the Lee Miller Archives and The Penrose
Collection. His other books include The Lives of Lee Miller,
Lee Miller’s War, and the acclaimed children’s book, The Boy
Who Bit Picasso. He lives in Sussex.
Language Russian
48 pages
180 × 235 mm
More than 60 colour illustrations
Printed in China
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The Hermitage Cats

Gods, Humans, Dogs

Nikolai Gol and Maria Khaltunen
Foreword by Mikhail Piotrovsky
Designed by Olga Pen

Text by Nikolai Gol, Irina Mamonova,
Maria Haltunen
Designed by Оlga Pen

Languages Russian and English
106 pages
195 × 210 mm
124 colour illustrations
Printed in Lithuania

This publication is aimed at animal-lovers and especially
those who are fond of cats.
The book gives a wide-ranging and detailed presentation
of the “feline” exhibits in the Hermitage: Ancient Egyptian
bronze, mediaeval European painting, Chinese and Japanese graphic art, Russian lubok prints of the 18th to 20th
centuries, cats in the form of fans, toys and much more.
The book also contains a unique account of the history of
the real-life Hermitage cats that have been employed in the
service of the museum for over 260 years. Their story is illustrated by photographs and the drawings of young artists
who attend the studio in the Hermitage School Centre.
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This book is dedicated to humanity’s oldest and most loyal
friend, our companion since time immemorial – the DOG.
Dogs have devotedly served poor shepherds and mighty
kings, and even the gods. Their hidden talents and capabilities are spoken of in the secret language of symbols and
allegories.
Working dogs and companion dogs, the favourite pets of
the House of Romanov, dogs in the religions of the world, in
military history and in culture – all these topics are covered
in a fascinating account. The book is illustrated with works
of art of different eras and genres, selected mainly from the
collections of the State Hermitage.
It is aimed at everyone who has a soft spot for our fourlegged friends and is inclined to think of the dog as much
more than just a “domestic animal”.
Language Russian and English
208 pages
195 × 210 mm
205 colour illustrations
Printed in Lithuania
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New Titles for Children

New Titles for Children

The Hermitage Portrait

A Poet Once Walked
Around the Hermitage

Text by Nikolai Lokotkov
Designed by Olga Pen

Language Russian
112 pages
160 × 160 mm
120 colour illustrations
Printed in Lithuania

The book introduces one of the most interesting genres of
visual art in all its diversity: we see ceremonial and private
portraits, group and family portraits, genre and historical
portraits, self-portraits and those embossed on coins and
medals. And each kind has its own secret code and aim
determined by epoch. The book shows young readers the
portraits by unknown masters of ancient times as well as by
great painters of the 15th — 20th centuries who worked in
different techniques and with different materials — creating
prints and paintings and using marble and bronze. In the
book, you can also find section entitled “Unusual Portraits”
and enough place to try your hand in this art.
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Text by Galina Diadina, Andrey Usachiov
Designed by Vladimir Yakovlev

Language Russian
80 pages
225 × 210 mm
76 colour illustrations
Printed in Latvia

Each person passing a painting in a museum sees it in his
own way. Or sometimes doesn’t see it at all. Some people
are enchanted by the play of light and colour in a landscape,
others are more impressed by the psychology of a portrait.
Everything depends on one’s inner optical instrument.
But what do poets see and feel?
We asked two modern poets — one venerable, the other
young — to stroll along the Hermitage rooms. Both agreed.
They adjusted their optical instruments, switched on imagination and using poetic language conveyed what they
managed to see, feel and even hear (the poets are sure that
the paintings are far from mute!)
That’s how this wonderful book came into existence.
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Saint Petersburg
Epoch of Peter the Great

New Testament Scenes
in European and Russian Art

Text by Nikolai Gol
Designed by Olga Pen

Designed by Vladimir Yakovlev

Language Russian
128 pages
203 × 215 mm
120 colour illustrations
Printed in Russia

This book tells exciting stories about everything which was
FIRST in the new city founded by PETER THE FIRST. The first
city house, the first garden, the first shipyard, the first avenue, the first governor, the first museum. A lot of things
have been preserved and can still be seen — and sometimes even touched! — in the modern city.
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Language Russian
196 pages
115 × 205 mm
159 colour illustrations
Printed in Latvia

Standing in front of the paintings by Raphael and Leonardo
da Vinci, frescoes by Giotto, ‘The Return of the Prodigal Son’
by Rembrandt, and ‘Trinity’ by Andrei Rublev, few adults can
tell their children in an exciting and understandable way the
details of the stories depicted in these masterpieces.
Why is Archangel Gabriel holding a lily? What book is in
young Mary’s hands? What is a dove doing there? What gifts
did the Magi bring to this exceptional child? Can one get
from Judaea to Egypt through Holland?
In the book, we see old frescoes, mosaic and icons created
by unknown masters starting from the 6th century AD, medieval book miniatures, canvases painted by great Renaissance artists, works by Old Russian masters and Russian 19th
century painters. They all treat subjects taken from the New
Testament and most of them can be seen on display at the
State Hermitage Museum.
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Dragons Mighty and Dreadful
Text by Nikolai Gol, Yelena Lestr,
Maria Menshikova, Mikhail Uspensky
Designed by Vladimir Yakovlev

Children’s Books
Designed by Vladimir Yakovlev
A delightful way to encourage children to learn using
masterpieces of the HERMITAGE Museum!
Languages Russian and English
Format 160 × 160 mm
Printed in Lithuania

The hero of this book is the dragon. The dragon occupies
a special place among the abundance of mythological and
fairytale beasts. It is an image that has come to us from the
mists of prehistoric time, from the time before time.
Of course, zoologically speaking, there is no such creature.
The dragon, however, does hold a hallowed position in ancient religions and legends from around the world.
This book provides an introduction to dragons from the
Bible, the Orient (China, Japan, Iran), Western Europe and
Old Rus. They vary greatly in appearance, character and
their attitudes towards humans.
Language Russian
120 pages
215 × 220 mm
160 colour illustrations
Printed in Lithuania
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Russian Alphabet, Abc and
Hebrew Abc Book

Russian Alphabet and Abc

Designed by David and Sergey Plaksin

Designed by David and Sergey Plaksin

From the Hermitage Collection

From the Hermitage collection

Miniature souvenir editions based upon the large-format ABC.
Every letter in this unusual ABC book opens a door into the
treasure-stores of one of the world’s greatest museums.
Enlarged details of paintings, sculpture, jewellery, netsuke,
Scythian gold — all these masterpieces of world culture created by human hands across many centuries can be found
here.
The book is aimed not only at children who start learning
their letters, but also at a slightly older age group and at parents who want their children to understand art and beauty.
At the end of the book there are detailed commentaries on
all the works featured.
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Language Russian
72 pages
210 × 210 mm
106 colour illustrations
Printed in Lithuania

Language English
64 pages
210 × 210 mm
106 colour illustrations
Printed in Lithuania

Languages Hebrew and Russian
64 pages
210 × 210 mm
106 colour illustrations
Printed in Lithuania

Language German
64 pages
210 × 210 mm
76 colour illustrations
Printed in Latvia

Languages Russian and English
64 pages
100 × 100 mm
30 colour illustrations
Printed in Latvia
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A Museum Journey
Hermitage Colouring Book

Designed by Liza Bum,
Konstantin Kuzminskiy

Indeed, a visit to a museum resembles a journey. Walking
along its galleries and seeing the masterpieces of bygone
ages we get acquainted with different epochs, countries,
their customs and traditions.
This may become even more fascinating if we take along
brushes, colours and coloured pencils. We offer you the
opportunity not only to colour the paintings from the
Hermitage collection, but also create your own, inspired by
the works of famous artists.
Language Russian
24 pages
170 × 240 mm
Printed in Russia

Three Colours
A colouring book
K. Lomovitskiy
Designed by David Plaksin

In 1931 under the name of K. Lomovitsky a certain young
painter published three little colouring books for children
entitled “My Colours”, “Three Colours” and “Coloured
Tasks.” In these books he demonstrated how the three
main colours could be mixed and thus turned into very
different ones.
The real name of the artist was revealed by art historian
Irina Karasik. It turned out to be Konstantin Ivanovich
Rozhdestvensky (1906-97), who at the age of 17 came from
Siberia to St.Petersburg and studied at Malevich’s State
Institute of Artistic Culture, took interest in Cézanne and
enthusiastically explored the French artist’s way of painting.
Rozhdestvensky also worked at famous magazines for
children “Chizh” (“Siskin”) and “Yozh” (“Hedgehog”). Later
he became well-known for his participation in designing
Soviet Pavilions at World Exhibitions in Paris (1937), New York
(1939), Leipzig and Brussels.
Language Russian
32 pages
170 × 170 mm
Printed in Russia
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The Ancient World

The Romanov Dynasty
Costumes

A colouring book
From the Hermitage Collection
Designed by Olga Pen

A colouring book
Text by Yelena Moiseyenko and Yulia Plotnikova
Cover designed by Alexander Veselov
Outline drawings by Anna Andreyeva

Language Russian
36 pages
290 × 218 mm
Printed in Russia

This book presents historical costumes of the Romanov dynasty from its 17th-century founder, Mikhail Fiodorovich, to
Nicholas II and Tsarevich Alexei. Each picture is accompanied by a brief informative commentary. Full-colour images
of the costumes — details of paintings from the Hermitage
collection — are placed on all four pages of the cover as
guides for colouring.
The book is printed on Finnish paper that allows the use of
coloured pencils, watercolour, gouache or gel pens to complete the drawings.
In this edition readers will find a lot of interesting
information: why mummy masks were covered with
paintings, why belligerent kings of Mesopotamia cared
so much about their beards, why formidable animals are
depicted on the Gates of Babylon, how youths from the Isle
of Crete looked like.
We offer many tasks aimed at developing children’s creative
abilities — one can decorate sarcophagi and take part in
colouring jewelry, red-figure and black-figure pottery,
ancient frescoes, hieroglyphs, Roman mosaic pictures.
Coloured pencils, gel pens, thin felt tip pens, gouache and
water-colours can be used.
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Languages Russian and English
24 pages
218 × 290 mm
23 outline drawings
Printed in Russia
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Russian National Costume

Military Costume
in Mediaeval Europe

A colouring book
Text by Yelena Moiseyenko
Cover designed by Alexander Veselov
Outline drawings by Yulia Vasilyeva

A colouring book
Text by Klim Zhukov
Cover designed by Alexander Veselov
Outline drawings by Marina Veselova

The third colouring book in the series presents descriptions
of the clothing traditionally worn by the inhabitants of Russia’s northern, central and southern provinces and the wonderfully beautiful articles that were made in peasant homes
without electricity or any other modern technology in the
18th and 19th centuries.

This colouring book contains information about the chain
mail and plate armour that protected Western European
knights and Russian warriors in the 12th to 17th centuries.

Languages Russian and English
24 pages
218 × 290 mm
23 outline drawings
Printed in Russia
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Languages Russian and English
24 pages
218 × 290 mm
23 outline drawings
Printed in Russia
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Collect 4

The Ancient World

Collect 4

Masters of Painting

A series of tabletop games for adults and children
Collect 4 is based on the State Hermitage collections.
These first two games — THE ANCIENT WORLD and
MASTERS OF PAINTING (from Van Dyck to Kandinsky) —
have been published recently.
The third game of the series, THE ANIMAL WORLD, is now
being prepared for publication.
Our tabletop games help to train your memory and
observation skills, at the same time putting you in the
context of world culture. They provide an excellent
opportunity of captivating pastime in a family or friendly
circle.
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Postcards, Notebooks

Notebooks, Calendars
Notebooks. Hardcover,144 pages
148 × 210 mm

Postcards
16 pieces
105 X 148 mm

Notebooks. Hardcover,144 pages
105 × 148 mm

Set of notebooks «Cats»
3 notebooks of 48 pages:
unlined,lined,checked.
Softcover
74 × 105 mm

Set of notebooks «The Flowers» (3)

Set of notebooks «The Treasures» (3)

3 notebooks with 48 pages: unlined,lined,checked.
Softcover. 105 × 148 mm, 148 × 210 mm
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Where to buy
IN ST PETERSBURG
• museum shops and kiosks of the State Hermitage
• bookshop in the General Staff Building
• shops of the State Russian Museum
• Faberge Museum Gift Shop
• bookshop in Erarta Museum of Contemporary Art
• bookshop in Manege Central Exhibition Hall
• museum shop in “ROSPHOTO”
• bookshop in Au Pont Rouge Department Store
• Saint Petersburg Dom Knigi
• kiosks of Medny Vsadnik Publishing House
• united museum shop in Pulkovo Airport
• kiosk of Avtobus Magazine in the lobby of Gostiny
Dvor metro station
• Podpisniye Izdaniya bookstore
• Vse Svobodny bookstore
• Poryadok Slov bookstore
•Svoi Knigi bookstore
• Andersen children’s bookstore
• Chudetstvo bookstore
• bookshop of Saint Petersburg State University
• bookshop of The Herzen State Pedagogical
University of Russia
• Babochka shop
• The State Hermitage Official Hotel Museum
Gift Shop
• Garage bookstore in the Bottle Complex in New
Holland, SPb
• Respublika (chain of shops)
• Masters bookshop
IN MOSCOW
• bookshop in the Pushkin State Museum of Fine Arts
• bookshops in the State Tretyakov Gallery
• bookshop in Tsaritsyno museum and park reserve
• bookshop in Moscow Museum of Modern Art (MMOMA)
• GARAGE museum bookstore
• Book Pavilion bookstore at VDNH
• Moskovsky Dom Knigi
• Respublika (chain of shops)
• Moskva Bookstore
• Biblio-Globus Trading House
• Falanster bookshop
• Falanster bookshop at Vinzavod Center for
Contemporary Art
• Chitay-Gorod (chain of shops)
• Tsiolkovsky bookshop
• INFRA-M Publishing House
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Where to buy
INTERNET SHOPS
• hermitageshop.ru
• books.ru
• ozon.ru
• read.ru
• jupiters.ru
• chitai-gorod.ru

REGIONS
• The State Hermitage Museum in Viborg
• Piotrovsky bookshop in Ekaterinburg
• Smena bookshop in Kazan
• Baken bookshop in Krasnoyarsk
• Dom Kino in Krasnoyarsk
• Krasnoyarsk library collector
• Arsenal museum bookshop in Nizhny Novgorod
• Aristotel (chain of shops) in Novosibirsk
• Book bookshop in Capital Trade Centre in Novosibirsk
• Peremen bookshop in Novosibirsk
• Otkroy Rot bar in Novosibirsk
• Piotrovsky bookshop in Perm
• bookshop in Rostov Kremlin State Museum-Reserve
in Rostov
• Bukvalno bookshop in Rostov-on-Don
• Nikto Ne Spit bookshop in Tumen
• Bumazhny Zmey bookshop in Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk
• Knizhnoye Sobraniye independent shop in Yaroslavl
• bookstore in Yaroslavl Chamber Theater
BEYOND RUSSIA
• Books & Toys bookshop in Kiev, Ukraine
• Hermitage.Berlin Bookstore in Berlin, Germany
• Babel bookstore in Tel-Aviv, Israel
Books by Arca Publishers in English are distributed
in Europe, Asia and Africa
by PRESTEL UK.
Books by Arca Publishers in English are distributed
in the USA by GOLDHAWK INTERNATIONAL BOOK
SOLUTIONS.
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About Our Publishing House
ARCA Publishers founded in Saint Petersburg in 2006 is
an independent partner of the State Hermitage Museum,
which creates books in various genres on art and culture
studies aimed at children and adults, amateurs and
connoisseurs.
Among these books one finds original museum ABC
books, educative books for children, colouring books,
collections of poetry, theme-based albums, guidebooks
and a special series «How to Talk to Children about Art».
ARCA also publishes studies on Russian and world history,
theory and history of art, books on architecture, history of
museum collections, which are of interest to both experts
and general readers.
ARCA books are notable for their exquisite typography and
high editorial standards. For more than a decade they have
been represented on Russian and world book markets.

@arcapublishers
arca.publishers
Inquiries relating to the purchase or distribution of
our publications can be addressed directly to the
publishing house:
+7 (812) 495 71 42 (editorial office)
+7(812) 495 71 44 (editorial office)
+7(812)495 70 89 (sales department)
e-mail: arca@arcapublishers.ru (editorial office)
sales@arcapublishers.ru (sales department)

www.arcapublishers.ru

